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America, Out In the Cold by Wes Moore On the day the Dow Jones industrial average closed above 25, points
for the first time in history, a video was going viral online. Filmed the day prior, Jan. The young kids sat
before Maybin on the floor in their dimly lit classroom, all bundled up in coats. So, we got you. Far too many
Americans are out in the cold. People in poverty in America in are not a world apartâ€”they are all around us,
and their lives unfold next to, but are cut out from, any prosperity that this nation experiences. Saturday,
December 17, Timber Lake, SD Negative 22 degrees at As we move from reservation to reservation -â€”
currently on the Cheyenne River Reservation â€” others are joining the original six riders. The riders come in
with ice crystals clinging to their eyes, eyebrows, and mustaches, looking as if they are coming from another
planet. The landscape is a world of ice. The promise of America says that if you work hardâ€”if you
sacrificeâ€”you, or at least your children, will succeed. But too many Americans today are sacrificing into an
empty void, with no returns for generations. Many Americans who once made up the lower-middle class now
find themselves the working poor. Far too often, these vulnerable Americans have been lied about and lied to.
Thursday, February 9, Went to the place where Michael Brown was killed: A yellow car passes a yellow fire
hydrant across the street from the beige-yellow apartments surrounded by yellowed grass. The pain of our
most vulnerable citizens has been turned into political cannon fodder. The reality is that the majority of people
in poverty who can work are working and are still unable to earn a living wage. The reality is that too many
people currently living in poverty were born there. The most shameful reality is that if someone grows up in
poverty in America in , they are more likely than ever to die in poverty. Sunday, February 12, Churches and
bagel shops. Poems written on the sidewalk. Mankato is the site of the largest execution in US history â€” 39
Dakota men hanged on December 26, Behind the coffee shops and art boutiques in Mankato, I encounter a
man digging through dumpster for cans and bottles to recycle. Poverty is an injustice; no one deserves to be in
poverty. The greatness of America lives in its promise. Big Horn County, Mont. King said in one of his last
speeches that he had been to the mountaintop and he had seen the promised land. Back in Drewâ€¦up
Sunflower County, this is definitely not the promised land. The black and white image was of activist Cesar
Chavez breaking a day fast designed to call attention to the use of harmful pesticides on grapes picked by
migrant workers. He is affiliated with the elite Magnum Photo agency and regularly receives grants and
awards. Since , Black has taken four separate cross-country trips, visiting 46 states, covering 88, miles. One
leg, from Calexico, Ca. We believe in our culture. Sunday, August 13, The emptiness of the Wyoming plains
is oceanic in depth. Boiling clouds of a thunderstorm pass overhead. A single-wide trailer encircled by a
single-strand barbed wire fence sits broken-backed on its crumbling foundation. Cars on cinder blocks in the
yards, pop-up tents in the driveways. Taking pictures of the bleak local conditions spurred Black to launch a
broader critique of income inequality across the country. You can find it in every state and every community.
Basically, as far as jobs go, you have to go other places to find a job. A range of experts say the recently
passed tax reform package will make income inequality worse. Corning, CA The sixteenth anniversary of
September Coming down I-5 on the west side of the Central Valley: From denouement to rising action. In
Firebaugh, I stop on the main street and see that the circus is coming next week. I go through Mendota, the
second poorest town in California, and what was once agricultural fields are now vast solar farms. His
long-term work on poverty has been honored by the W. Kennedy Journalism Award, among others. Wes
Moore is an author, a combat veteran, social entrepreneur and the CEO of Robin Hood, one of the largest
anti-poverty organizations in the U. Amy Pereira is an award-winning photography director, editor and visual
storyteller. She has worked in partnership with Matt Black in publishing his seminal body of work, The
Geography of Poverty, since Your browser is out of date. Please update your browser at http:
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One of the vulnerabilities can lead to remote code execution RCE if you process user submitted images. The
exploit for this vulnerability is being used in the wild. If you use ImageMagick or an affected library, we
recommend you mitigate the known vulnerabilities by doing at least one of these two things but preferably
both! Verify that all image files begin with the expected "magic bytes" corresponding to the image file types
you support before sending them to ImageMagick for processing. You should read it. Contrary to what is
stated in the post, we have recommended sandboxing in our FAQ from the beginning. It would have been
fantastic to eschew this ridiculousness, because we all make fun of branded vulnerabilities too, but this was
not the right time to make that stand. Initially, we disclosed this vulnerability via a blog post on Medium. The
blog was read hundreds of times, but as the hours passed, we became worried that not enough people were
aware of the vulnerability. Every script kiddie would have it in their hands soon, but a majority of people had
no idea this vulnerability existed. So we created a website, a twitter account, and used a logo that someone
created as a joke the day before. We had thousands of hits in the first 15 minutes. We were at the top of hacker
news, which a lot of people see. We were getting the word out on something tragickally simple to exploit. Ru
Security Team discovered several vulnerabilities in ImageMagick. We are still working with developers.
Multiple vulnerabilities in image decoder 1. ImageMagick allows to process files with external libraries. The
most dangerous part is ImageMagick supports several formats like svg, mvg thanks to Stewie for his research
of this file format and idea of the local file read vulnerability in ImageMagick, see below , maybe some others
- which allow to include external files from any supported protocol including delegates. As a result, any
service, which uses ImageMagick to process user supplied images and uses default delegates. You can rename
exploit. Ghostscript and wget or curl should be installed on the system for successful PoC execution. All other
issues also rely on dangerous ImageMagick feature of external files inclusion from any supported protocol in
formats like svg and mvg. April, 21 - file read vulnerability report for one of My. Com services from https:
Issue is reportedly known to ImageMagic team. April, 21 - file read vulnerability patched by My. Com
development team April, 28 - code execution vulnerability in ImageMagick was found by Nikolay Ermishkin
from Mail. Ru Security Team while researching original report April, 30 - code execution vulnerability
reported to ImageMagick development team April, 30 - code execution vulnerability fixed by ImageMagick
incomplete fix April, 30 - fixed ImageMagic version 6. Stewie found the initial bug, and Nikolay Ermishkin
from the Mail. Will you share the exploit with me? We would like to give people a chance to patch before it is
more widely available. The exploit is trivial, so we expect it to be available within hours of this post. Updates
and PoC will eventually be available here. What are "magic bytes"? The first few bytes of a file can often used
to identify the type of file. This list on Wikipedia has the magic bytes for most common file types. Why are
you disclosing a vulnerability like this? We have collectively determined that these vulnerabilities are
available to individuals other than the person s who discovered them. An unknowable number of people
having access to these vulnerabilities makes this a critical issue for everyone using this software.
ImageMagick also disclosed this on their forum a few hours ago. How well-tested are these mitigations? Are
there other ways to mitigate? Sandboxing ImageMagick is worth investigating, but we are not providing
specific instructions for doing this. Why is this post so short? We did not find this vulnerability ourselves. We
understand the mechanisms involved, but credit for finding this vulnerability should go to the researcher s.
How can I contact you?
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You may recall an earlier study by Banyan which looked at just official images. This service provides
automated security analysis, validation, and continuous monitoring for binary images hosted on Docker Hub.
So we would hope, if the analysis was repeated today, that the official and verified images would not contain
any known vulnerabilities. There are plenty of unverified images out there too though, and this paper is a very
good reminder of the need for software supply-chain management a phrase I first heard via Joshua Corman. In
fact of course, adding dependencies is actively encouraged versus rewriting functionality yourself from
scratch. Furthermore, any one dependency you bring in often has dependencies of its own. We need to add a
little more discipline around the inclusion of dependencies images, libraries, packages etc. I recommend
something like the following checklist. Including any vulnerabilities in the transitive closure of dependencies.
Such a process works best if you also have an automated way to catch and flag any new dependency being
added to a project â€” via commits or pull requests for example. Then you can make sure to go through the
checklist during code review â€” and perhaps even go so far as to fail the build if it is not completed. For your
own reference, a good place to document the checklist answers where to go to find vulnerability information,
and the processes in place for notification might be in a dependencies. Docker distributes applications e. Each
image contains the target application software as well as its supporting libraries and configuration filesâ€¦
Docker Hub, introduced in , is a cloud registry service for sharing application images. Images are distributed
using repositories, which allowed versioned image development and maintenance. Official repositories contain
certified images from vendors, community repositories can be created by any user or organisation. Analysis
process This is pretty much as you would expect: Of course, there are lots of images so you want to do that in
parallel. One difficulty is that although official image repositories are listed, there is no such list of community
repositories. Not to be put off, the authors generated 5,, unique strings, used the Docker Hub API to query
Docker Hub for each of them, and recorded the results. In this way almost , unique repositories were
discovered, ultimately leading to vulnerability scanning of , community images and 3, official images. The
Clair open source tool from CoreOS was used to do the scanning. Clair matches package metadata against the
CVE database and related vulnerability tracking databases. The analysis also examines how vulnerabilities
propagate through across layers and images. Findings The table below shows the number of vulnerabilities
found for in images. Note that as of April the worst offending community images contained almost 1,
vulnerabilities! Official images were much better, but still contained vulnerabilities in the worst case. Perhaps
the most useful number is the median number of vulnerabilities in the: For official images, the: If we look at
the distribution of vulnerability severities, we see that pretty much all of them are high severity, for both
official and community images. What kind of vulnerabilities did the authors find? Many Docker Hub
repositories are well maintained, whereas others remain unmaintained. Intuitively, an image that has not been
updated in a long time is more likely to contain vulnerabilities. Therefore we seek to characterize the age of
images at the time of analysis. It shows that official images tend to be actively updated, whereas the latest
versions of community images can be very old. By my reading, about a third of community: When analysed
by layer, we see that child images inherit on average 80 or more vulnerabilities from their parents: This is an
interesting observation, because it suggests that when a child installs new software packages, the maintainer is
not applying security updates e.
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In the search box type "live-crawler". The vulnerability-advisor-live-crawler JSON file displays. Modify the
value of the enabled parameter. To disable crawler, set the enabled parameter to false. To enable crawler, set
the enabled parameter to true. Optional You can also configure the time interval for scanning containers on the
host. To configure the time interval, modify the value of the crawl-interval parameter. The default value is
seconds per day. If you update this parameter, you must restart the crawler container. The container crawler is
deployed as DaemonSets named either live-crawler-amd64 or live-crawler-ppc64le. In the search box type
"registry-crawler". The vulnerability-advisor-registry-crawler JSON file displays. Modify the value of the
following parameters. Logs and report management The Vulnerability Advisor components, Kafka log and
Elasticsearch indices, consumes a lot of disk space on the VA nodes. By default Kafka retains minutes 10
hours of logs, and Elasticsearch retains 7 days of data. This data includes containers and image reports. In the
search box type "elasticsearch-curator". The vulnerability-advisor-elasticsearch-curator JSON file displays.
The unit is days. The default value is 7 days. Configuring log clean-up interval of Kafka cluster Edit the
vulnerability-advisor-kafka StatefulSet object to re-configure Kafka. The default value is minutes 10 hours.
Viewing security reports From the management console, you can view security reports for containers and
images organized by namespace. These security reports are generated by using a default policy. Select the
namespace that you want to view. The Vulnerability Advisor dashboard displays. From this dashboard, you
can review the reports for containers and images in the selected namespace. The report details the following
information on each container or image: Name - name of the container or image Owner - the namespace that
the image or container belongs to. Crawled Time - the timestamp when the image or container was scanned.
Type - specifies whether the object is a container or image Organizational Policies - the security policy that is
being used. This is set on the Managing Policies page. Vulnerable Packages - current vulnerabilities that are
identified for the container or image. Container Settings - summary of potential security and compliance
issues. Recommendations for security are also presented here. Select the namespace that you want to view
reports for. From the horizontal navigation menu of the Vulnerability Advisor dashboard, select Manage
Policies. Updating security notices for the Vulnerability Advisor components Security notices for all
supported Linux distribution are preloaded in the Elasticsearch cluster for the Vulnerability Advisor. However,
security notices for each Linux distribution are updated periodically on the Internet. IBM publishes security
notices by pushing a new usnloader image to Docker Hub at New usnloader images are tagged with a time
stamp. An image tagged latest is also pushed daily when the build completes at Each timestamped version of
the usnloader image, is available on Docker Hub for 7 days. Prerequisites If your environment does not have
internet access, you need to manually pull the usnloader image from Docker Hub daily. To set up a manual
pull, complete the following steps: Create a linux cron job on a host that has internet access. Schedule the cron
job to pull the usnloader image every day at 5: See Pushing and pulling images. Complete the procedure for
updating security notices. Ensure to update the image specification in the Kubernetes CronJob usnloader. Set
up the kubectl CLI. Create a Kubernetes CronJob usnloader. The batch job might resemble the following code:
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This image does not have any unapplied Critical or Important security errata Grade B This image is affected
by Critical no older than 7 days or Important no older than 30 days security errata Grade C This image is
affected by Critical no older than 30 days or Important no older than 90 days security errata Grade D This
image is affected by Critical no older than 90 days or Important no older than 12 months security errata Grade
E This image is affected by Critical or Important security errata no older than 12 months Grade F This image
is affected by Critical or Important security errata older than 12 months Unknown This image is missing
metadata required to calculate a grade and cannot be scanned Check image example nodejs We see the image
has a health index of A and is also signed. We also see it runs as unprivileged user. View Image History Under
tags, the history of the image can be viewed. Image Details By clicking on the tag name we are able to get
more detail about a given image. In this case we are doing so on the OpenShift master master0 but it can be
any node that has access to the container images. Ensure openscap image is installed. Using Atomic CLI may
be enough if images going into registry are tightly controlled. This could work well if additional tooling such
as Artifactory is used to persist container images. CloudForms Image Scanning CloudForms provides
additional capabilities for security and vulnerability scanning. You can configure policies to take action based
on a vulnerable image. For example, not allowing vulnerable images to run or notifying security team.
Reporting allows for understanding the impact of vulnerable images across projects in OpenShift. Image users
can be easily notified and it allows roles between development and operations to have clear delineation. Get
management-admin token for management-infra project. OpenShift by default creates a management-infra
project with a management-admin SA and token. This project is used by CloudForms for access and image
scanning. Set Node Selector for management-infra project. In this example, we will set the region to infra.
This means any nodes with region infra will run image scanning container. Infra nodes also generally run
other shared platform services like router, registry, metrics, and logging. If vulnerabilities are detected,
containers with those vulnerabilities will be prevented from running. This is not enabled by default but I find it
a bit aggressive and recommend scanning images and reporting them as non-compliant instead. Copy
OpenScap Compliance Policy. Edit the copied OpenScap compliance policy. Here we will remove the action
to prevent container images that are non-compliant from running. Add new container image condition for STI
builder. Under conditions accordion, create a new condition. We will want to ignore scanning the STI builder.
Add new container image condition for deployer. We will want to ignore scanning the deployer. Copy control
policy Analyse incoming container images and edit condition assignments. Add the two newly created
conditions. Add new profile policy. Add the following policies: Copy of OpenScap compliance Copy of
Analyze incoming container images control Schedule compliance after smart state analysis control Enable
policy profile on OpenShift provider. Our policy profile will ensure the following: All images that change are
scanned immediately The deployer, STI builder and image inspector are ignored Images with High
vulnerability are marked as non-compliant Perform Container Image Scanning Each build creates a new
image. As soon as build is pushed the image is automatically scanned. Check pods under management-infra
project. Each image will trigger a scan. The image scanner container will mount the image and scan it using
openscap. In this case, it is, of course, the latest image. Here we can see that smart state analysis in
CloudForms container image scan was run. Notice compliance is not-compliant. Two High severity and a
medium severity rule failed. This is exactly what we also saw when running Atomic image scan. Finally,
notice in addition to the OpenScap results, we also have an inventory of all the packages and corresponding
package versions, installed in the image. Container Security and Vulnerability Reporting Now that we are able
to scan images and flag ones that have high-security vulnerabilities, it is time to look into reporting. You could
easily have s of images so reporting becomes increasingly important to identify projects using high
vulnerability images. This allows us to nicely segregate roles and responsibilities. The platform team can scan
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images and notify DevOps teams about vulnerabilities, who can, in turn, fix them. There are of course other
models, just an idea. Create Container Image Vulnerability Report. There are two types of filters: Primary is
used when doing select on database while secondary filters after records are returned from database. Primary
filter we will set to last compliance failed. This will find only images that failed compliance check, in this
case, ones that have a high severity vulnerability. Secondary filter we will set to display only rules that have
failed, are high severity and only in projects that have images. The report will show projects that have images
with a high severity rule that failed. Once projects and images are identified more detail may be obtained by
looking at the OpenScap report. The report shows all rules and if they passed or failed. You can drill into the
rule and get more information. The summary shows the relevant CVEs.
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In this article, we will focus on security and vulnerability strategies for scanning container images. I know in the past
security was always viewed as an impedance to the speed of production, but hopefully, these days are behind us.
Having a security breach, as you probably know, is one of the most.

This image does not have any unapplied Critical or Important security errata Grade B This image is affected
by Critical no older than 7 days or Important no older than 30 days security errata Grade C This image is
affected by Critical no older than 30 days or Important no older than 90 days security errata Grade D This
image is affected by Critical no older than 90 days or Important no older than 12 months security errata Grade
E This image is affected by Critical or Important security errata no older than 12 months Grade F This image
is affected by Critical or Important security errata older than 12 months Unknown This image is missing
metadata required to calculate a grade and cannot be scanned Check image example nodejs We see the image
has a health index of A and is also signed. We also see it runs as unprivileged user. View Image History Under
tags, the history of the image can be viewed. Image Details By clicking on the tag name we are able to get
more detail about a given image. In this case we are doing so on the OpenShift master master0 but it can be
any node that has access to the container images. Ensure openscap image is installed. Using atomic cli may be
enough if images going into registry are tightly controlled. This could work well if additional tooling such as
Artifactory is used to persist container images. CloudForms Image Scanning CloudForms provides additional
capabilities for security and vulnerability scanning. You can configure policies to take action based on an
vulnerable image. For example, not allowing vulnerable images to run or notifying security team. Reporting
allows for understanding impact of vulnerable images across projects in OpenShift. Image users can be easily
notified and it allows roles between development and operations to have clear delineation. Get
management-admin token for management-infra project. OpenShift by default creates a management-infra
project with a management-admin SA and token. This project is used by CloudForms for access and image
scanning. Set Node Selector for management-infra project. In this example we will set the region to infra. This
means any nodes with region infra will run image scanning container. Infra nodes also generally run other
shared platform services like router, registry, metrics and logging. If vulnerabilities are detected, containers
with those vulnerabilities will be prevented from running. This is not enabled by default but I find it a bit
aggressive and recommend scanning images and reporting them as non-compliant instead. Copy OpenScap
Compliance Policy. Edit the copied OpenScap compliance policy. Here we will remove the action to prevent
container images that are non-compliant from running. Add new container image condition for sti builder.
Under conditions accordion, create a new condition. We will want to ignore scanning the sti builder. Add new
container image condition for deployer. We will want to ignore scanning the deployer. Copy control policy
Analyse incoming container images and edit condition assignments. Add the two newly created conditions.
Add new profile policy. Add the following policies: Copy of OpenScap compliance Copy of Analyze
incoming container images control Schedule compliance after smart state analysis control Enable policy
profile on OpenShift provider. Our policy profile will ensure the following: All images that change are
scanned immediately The deployer, STI builder and image inspector are ignored Images with High
vulnerability are marked as non-compliant Perform Container Image Scanning Each build creates a new
image. As soon as build is pushed the image is automatically scanned. Check pods under management-infra
project. Each image will trigger a scan. The image scanner container will mount the image and scan it using
openscap. In this case it is of course the latest image. Here we can see that smart state analysis in CloudForms
container image scan was run. Notice compliance is not-compliant. Two High severity and a medium severity
rule failed. This is exactly what we also saw when running atomic image scan. Finally notice in addition to the
OpenScap results, we also have inventory of all the packages and corresponding package versions, installed in
the image. Container Security and Vulnerability Reporting Now that we are able to scan images and flag ones
that have high security vulnerabilities, it is time to look into reporting. You could easily have s of images so
reporting becomes increasingly important to identify projects using high vulnerability images. This allows us
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to nicely segregate roles and responsibilities. The platform team can scan images and notify devops teams
about vulnerabilities, who can in turn fix them. There are of course other models, just an idea. Create
Container Image Vulnerability Report. There are two types of filters: Primary is used when doing select on
database while secondary filters after records are returned from database. Primary filter we will set to last
compliance failed. This will find only images that failed compliance check, in this case ones that have a high
severity vulnerability. Secondary filter we will set to display only rules that have failed, are high severity and
only in projects that have images. The report will show projects that have images with a high severity rule that
failed. Once projects and images are identified more detail may be obtained by looking at the OpenScap
report. The OpenScap html report will contain details on specific rules and security violations. The report
shows all rules and if they passed or failed. You can dril into the rule and get more information. The summary
shows the relevant CVEs. Violations that caused the rule to fail are also shown. Scanning Applications Inside
Container Images Until now we have been focused on mainly scanning the base OS image every container is
built on. It is also possible and there are tools to allow scanning of layers above the base OS. Tools like these
catalog open source packages in your container, notify you of any known vulnerabilities and update when new
vulnerabilities are discovered in previously scanned packages. Finally there is an effort underway by Red Hat,
Google and others to standardize auditing and policy enforcement with Kubernetes. Summary In this article
we looked into the topic of security and vulnerability scanning of container images. We discussed the
importance of why you want to keep container images updated, signed and get them from only trusted sources.
We looked into several solutions provided by Red Hat. A guide was provided to explore each of these
solutions individually, not only to understand their value, but also how to use them. In the end I think all three
tools provide valuable information to ensure security standards are upheld. Choosing one of them or all of
them depends on the processes an organization has defined.
7: Secure your container images before deployment with Vulnerability Advisor - IBM Cloud Blog
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Overview. In this article we will focus on security and vulnerability strategies for scanning container images. I know, in
the past security was always viewed upon as an impedance to the speed of production but hopefully these days are
behind us.
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